
39mm Triple Tree Set
Wide-Glide Conversion

Part No.4029, 4030,4369,4373 & 3151

(1) When installing these triple tree sets on 1987-up FXRʼs, XLʼs, & Dynaʼs with stock
frames, No modifications are needed. The 5/16-18 x 1/2” long stainless steel cap
screws that are installed on the lower triple tree act as fork stops.

(2) When installing this tree set on frames with removable fork cups, use our optional
 frame bearing cup set, # 3572. This fork cup set has a built-in fork stop.

(3) On 2004 & Up Sportsters space out top & bottom trees away from frame neck,
with the .156 thick spacers included with 4370,4374,4369, 4373 tree kit.

(4) 2004 & 2005 Dynaʼs use a 1” diameter axle & axle spacer thats included in kit #
4030 & 4041

(5)       2008-XLʼs and 07 Nightsters use a  25mm Axle. Kit # 4373,4374

(6) Kits for 1987 to 1999 have disc spacers with 1.984”  locating diameter
Kits for 2000 & up have disc spacers with 2.21” locating diameter.

(7)       When installing stem on lower tree, apply Red Loctite on the stem diameter thats         
engages  with the lower tree, the same diamter that has the set screw hole. Slide the fork 
stem into the lower tree, aligning the set screw on the lower tree with the set screw hole on 
the stem. This puts the stem fork lock groove or hole into the proper position. Tenghten 
set screw.

(8) Loosen cam-locs, then install them in the 3/4” diameter holes located on the back side 
of each triple tree, Then slide each fork tube assembly into the triple tree assembly, then 
tighten each cam-loc assembly.

Any problems, tech questions or returns, call Motorway at  603-668-6315 
or email; vulcan-works@comcast.net

Wide-Glide Conversion Triple Tree Sets Mid-Glide Conversion Triple Tree Sets

Mid-Glide Conversion
Part No. 4040, 4041,4370, 4374 & 3152

USA

                              Chrome Warranty
We have a limited 90 day warranty on chrome plating.
Returned products will be accepted only after an authorized
verbal return number has been obtained by the customer. All
returns must be sent directly to us, not to the distributor.www.vulcanworks.net

3151 87-99 XL, FXR,& FXD CCI # 00000
4029 00-03 XL, FXD
4030 2004-2005 Dyna
4369 04-07 XL, Except Nightster
4373 08-XL, 07-Up Nightster

Fork Tube Center to Center Spacing
39mm Stock           7.000”
39mm Mid-Glide     8.437”
39mm Wide-Glide  9.875”

3152 87-99 XL, FXR,& FXD CCI # 00000
4040 00-03 XL, FXD
4041 2004-2005 Dyna
4370 04-07 XL, Except Nightster
4374 08-XL, 07-Up Nightster

Included parts;
Upper & Lower Tree Fork Stem
Stainless Steel Axle (17-4PH) Crown Nut
Headlight Bracket Disc Spacer
Axle Spacer Fork Bearings
Fender Spacers Bearing Dust Shields
Handle Bar Damper Set All Hardware


